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Connie Baxter Marlow - The Secret Purpose of History
In giving this title to my part of this talk I have made a dramatic statement that I hope will inspire the
curiosity to look beyond our current agreement to accept the prevailing perception of reality as real.
I would like to lay a little groundwork for this talk today, so that we all might be speaking the same
language for these few minutes together. Ours is only a suggestive language attempting to grasp and
describe concepts that are beyond words. Our ability to conceptualize is derived from the words we use
and the construct we have created to analyze and categorize experiences. The concepts Andrew and I will
be speaking about today are outside of the commonly agreed upon construct and beyond any words we
might have to describe them.
To this end we will be speaking about "vibratory levels or frequencies" - We believe that there are vibratory
levels that determine the reality we experience. Think of them as waves, parallel realities perhaps. Every
belief we have, every assumption concerning the nature of the universe, every resulting thought determines
our energetic frequency and therefore the reality we will experience. I gleaned this knowledge of the
"nature of things" through the book "The Holographic Universe" by Michael Talbot. The movie "What the
Bleep do We Know" then came blasting onto the scene to confirm that perception determines reality in a
very real sense. The science of quantum physics is developing to explain this, and the indigenous shamans
live it.
Close your eyes and imagine a world of loving support for all you are and desire to be. Feel the
vibration. Then imagine the world that is presented to us in newspapers, on the news - the history of
humanity as it is unfolding daily. How does that feel? Those different feelings determine your vibratory
level. John Lennon gave us a reality in his song "Imagine". If we could imprint the words of that song on
our brain, with the knowing that they describe the "truth or trust frequency" we would, given the power of
our thoughts, become instrumental in bringing this reality to pass in our own lives and then collectively we
would bring it to pass on earth.
We believe that every action has two purposes - one to serve the higher/love vibration which you may have
felt a few moments ago - which is really all there is - the coming of peace on earth/ heaven on earth - and
one to serve the lower/fear vibration or the illusion we have created that we call reality which you also may
have just experienced. We have been given the free will to choose which vibratory level we put our
attention on, thereby creating our individual reality and ultimately the collective reality,
It is our purpose today to offer tools to lift oneself into the higher frequency where we believe the
conscious loving universe is waiting with a silver platter to give us everything we need, want and desire and more than we can fathom.
How? Why? You might ask. It is our understanding that on the high frequency the "true, absolute nature of
the universe" is infinitely abundant and loving - THERE IS ONLY LOVE. That it is our lack of
understanding of the nature of that love* which has us see it as "not love" and that this misunderstanding
lowers our vibratory level and puts us in a reality "out-of-balance" with the true nature of the universe.
With free will we have the choice as to which vibratory level we want to align with and thereby experience
as our reality, History has been a record of humanity playing out its response to the doubt/fear vibration which appears to be a downward spiral - but since it is completely out of alignment with Truth or the true

nature of the universe - this reality is only an illusion. One we can stop aligning with at any moment.
In the high frequency - or trust frequency - because it is TRUST (Truly Rely Upon Spirit Timing) that will
take us there - we believe that each soul agreed to come to Earth to fulfill a divine purpose - to bring a
precious gift to the party. As divine, autonomous, sovereign beings we - individually and as a species were born to become that gift. In the big ball game no one else can play that position - no one else can
bring that gift, so the all-loving energies in the universe support our learning, our growth, our journey to
wholeness - as individuals and as a species. Hence the secret purpose of history - the energy of
unconditional love coming to understand itself and ultimately manifest its true nature on Earth through free
will - perfect balance, peace, infinite abundance - Heaven on Earth. The catch is - we must choose it, and
we must walk it. We must trust in the love that we are and we will become it, and in becoming it the
human race will bring a gift to the universe that can come to pass no other way.
Every experience, therefore, is to lead us inexorably toward the fulfillment of our divine purpose - as
individuals and as a species. Circumstance is a manifestation of divine love. It forces us on our journey to
our highest potential (it loves us more than we do) - if we accept and grow from the events in our lives.
We believe the human heart is carrying a love so pure that once we see and understand how much we are
loved, our hearts will open. This love will enhance the rest of creation. All of creation is awaiting that day,
And we believe that day is soon to come to pass. It is in the prophecies, it is in the Bible - the fifth world
according to the indigenous peoples, the world of unity and peace - the fifth kingdom according to the
Bible - the Kingdom of God. One thousand years of peace. The Mayan calendar points to December 21,
2012 - it appears that on this day the Earth will have transitioned to a place in the heavens where the love
energy will become the only frequency available on Earth and those who have chosen to cleanse, heal and
walk in alignment with this frequency will participate in the unfolding of Heaven on Earth - the alignment
with the trust frequency where only perfect balance, infinite abundance and pure love can thrive.
So, you ask, how does this all relate to the events of history, our current reality as it is playing out in our
lives?
What about war, violence, famine, poverty? Looking at these aspects of human history from a "divine
perspective" - from the assumption that "there is only love" - they become manifestations of our beliefs: our
belief in separateness, and our belief in scarcity - our doubt, our fear. This combined with the power of our
thoughts to create the reality we experience has brought us the circumstances we need to learn and grow so
that we have the courage to align with our heart's desire.
Our belief that we are separate from one another - when in fact we are all different aspects of the whole the consciousness of love- has led to war. Our belief in scarcity has led to power struggles and a desire to
dominate others so that we have more, and therefore more power. The belief in scarcity has led to scarcity,
poverty and famine. This is how much the conscious loving universe loves us. It must manifest our
requests, that is its nature.
But, through it all - the higher purpose has led us to this point. The point at which we have - in our
understanding - chosen to bring peace on Earth. And we are now simply playing out old thinking and old
habits based on fear - something is dying and something is being born - all at the same time - and our lives
are playing out this process.
The atrocities of history have shown us the result of our thinking, and have taught us that this is not the
world we want for our children. And if we look closely, listen attentively we will see the heart coming
forth as a result of these apparently negative circumstances.
An example is 9/11. From the lower vibration this looks like terrorism - them against us victim/perpetrator. From a higher perspective this event shifted humanity at its very core and has taken us
into playing out the last vestiges of our fear while at the same time, opening our hearts. Each natural
disaster rattles the core of our attachment to this reality and opens our hearts to the plight of others. The

current war has us questioning the validity of war at deep levels. Every apparent "loss" in our lives takes us
to levels of grief and transformation we could not attain without this "gift". The atrocities of Hitler and his
followers showed us our deepest shadow and tell us we never want to go there again. The example of
Judas - we have always looked at Judas as the "bad guy" who betrayed Jesus - it is coming to light with the
discovery of the Judas Gospel that Judas was, perhaps, a hero - the person chosen to play out the important
role of sending Jesus on his soul's journey. Does this mean that Hitler was a hero? And what about the
"terrorists" who flew the planes on 9/11?
Another example is America. It is said "We promise according to our desires and fulfill according to our
fears." The inspired founding of America, the creation of our freedom documents which articulate the
"high vibration" of this nation's destiny are merely words on paper at this point. Extraordinary
circumstances and inspired individuals came together in the trust frequency to form this nation based upon
universal truths. Our actions since that time have played out our lower vibration - our fear, our greed, our
separateness - it remains to be seen when America and Americans will step up and realize the higher
vibratory model we promised the world we would be.
In the end it has to do with each of us, our free will and our choices.
Thank you.
*The nature of the love that IS the universe: It is unconditional. It is conscious. It MUST give everything
that is asked of it. Our beliefs are our requests. We are so loved we are supported in destroying ourselves if
that is what we choose. Free will gives us the right to NOT align with the divine energies and one's higher
self.
Addendum: In 1990, after several years of an illness I call "the malaise" that sent me on a journey through
allopathic medicine to a shamanic healer in Santa Fe, New Mexico I made a leap - I saw and experienced a
new reality. The healer subsequently told me that I had "made contact with the divine energies and they
were communicating with me through my experiences." My ex-husband believes it all started when I came
off a horse in 1988 and was knocked unconscious.
Could be. I was the mother of three small children (8, 6 and 2) and it was about then that my body said
"red light" - time to "go within".
After my visit with this healer the prevailing reality took on a new aspect for me. I was shown through
everyday experiences the divine attributes of those experiences and my life became an exciting game of
"Clue". I was given clues from which I was to use my own inner resonance to decipher the nature of
"divine reality" - what I call the trust frequency or "the big ball game".
Andrew's and my coming together in 2003 provided a framework within which the reality I was being
shown made sense. Andrew has a depth and breadth as an intellect and a visionary that gives credence to
the reality I have been shown.

